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About This Game

The mysterious plane crash was only the beginning. Eight survivors are stranded in the middle of an unforgiving frozen
wilderness of Alaska. Don’t let it consume you. Find out the truth. Survive and live to tell the tale of The Wild Eight.

In The Wild Eight, always be on the move — it is your only way to survive and find out what happened with this mysterious
place. It is a challenging and fun game designed for both teamwork multiplayer and an immersive single-player experience.

Explore and Survive
Embark on the adventure into the ruthless arctic wilderness and uncover truth behind a mysterious plane crash that left
its surviving passengers to die.

Cooperate
Join with other players online (up to 8 players in one party) or begin the dangerous journey on your own.
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Hunt or Be Hunted
Gather resources, craft and improve your equipment at the camping site, escape blizzards and fight deadly beasts that
lurk in the woods.

Loot
Find the uncanny anomalies, strange laboratories and abandoned facilities, full of useful loot and even something out of
this world.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/539470/Police_Stories/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/625960/Stoneshard/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/671510/DESOLATE/
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Simple yet lovely game. Great story, although playing more than 2 hours at once makes you feel it's little repetitive.. Really good
game for a party or a group. I'd say it best with 4 players minimum as sometimes its obvious when the NPC puts their option in.
Maybe a little disparity between people using tablets and phones but nothing to major as long as the phone is fairly new-ish.

Can get some very outlandish criteria which makes for a lot of fun. Would recommend 8/10. Awesome game!
A Balanced experience of blood, violence and a good sense of humor. Great game design, customisable character, cool bosses.
Alongside to great intense battles there is A lot of humor and refernces to other games/movies and TV shows that make this
game unique and refreshing.
Highly recommended!. I don't know why is this game getting hate, this game is acually pretty good.. The game is very very
good.You can setup a LAN server to play with ma lil bro and you can set health,hunger as optional settings and much more.. I
would really like to see more basebuilding content like auto turrets and long spike wall or high wooden palisade wall and high
wooden palisade gate and next tier will be like.. high stone wall and high stone gate and more like coop and such, farming.. The
game is at good state but will need a lil work a bit... Am happy for purchased this game! i dont want to abadon this one its a fken
A. It delivers what it promises: a short story dealing with various dark themes. I think the idea and narrative could have been
developed a little more, but it mostly works as it is.. I just bought this game yesterday. I have been waiting for it to release.
Played it yesterday and everytime I go to put down the bridge just 10 mins. into the game, it crashes.. Game has ups and downs.
The things I like are: old mercs are here, they have a bit of a characher, although could be more of that :) Some good stuff like
weapon upgrades are available, there is quite a few weapons to choose from, its semi realistic AI, its quite good. Things I dont
like, missions are mostly linear, although u can explore the map, but all ares are very small and there is not much to see, weapon
mods were better in the original and after applying a mod u cant take it off, which is a shame. There is no town management, no
income, no hiring of mercs, none of that cool stuff, no transport of any kind, very small shared storage, why not have a large
shared storage for items? Crafting is OK, but could be many more options for crafting. Only one team of MERCS limited to a
size of 4? Why? All and all the game is not a match for the original, but it is fun and I would hope the followup for this game
will have more features, maybe a bit more realistic graphics, since its a bit childish, could be more realistic. Bring back militia,
multiple teams and merc hiring! Despite all of this I did enjoyed the game and will be waiting for a sequel! I would also
recommend playing this, it may miss some stuff but its surely going the right direction :)
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For a dollar, it is good enough. Only because it has a dog and its clickbait VR, which I like. There aren't many dog simulators
yet, so it's first come first serve on the positive reviews. It sucks though. There isn't much going on here, and you cannot
move. I sure liked the dog though. He was cute. Unlike the person whom I dedicated this video too, they removed me
from their list, and it hurt my feelings I will never unblock you, and you shall be the only one in my block list. I am that
butthurt and vindictive.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R5sjmb3ALsA. I have Spent around 19 hours so far on this
game, and I have loved all of them even if a Mission takes Four hours to Complete, or If I don't understand what to do at the
begging of it. It's such a Beautiful, and Amazing game I'm so glad I purchased it!. dont like it. RYB is a simple and elegant
puzzle game. I like it. I think it's worth $5.. to anyone who reads this, dont listen to the naysayers, they went into the game
expecting a mindless shooter, this game is much more. This game tackles depression and what it means to be alive in a way that
is so familar that you will feel pangs of sadness for the character...and yourself. Best game I have ever played. This is a tower
defense game with a different twist, the enemy is just a (generally) physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.. Wx78 Looks like groot, I love it
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